In a translational neuroscience/neurosurgery perspective, sheep are considered good candidates to study because of the similarity between their brain and the human one. Automatic planning systems for safe keyhole neurosurgery maximize the probe/catheter distance from vessels and risky structures. This work consists in the development of a trajectories planner for straight catheters placement intended to be used for investigating the drug diffusivity mechanisms in sheep brain. Automatic brain segmentation of gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid is achieved using an online available sheep atlas. Ventricles, midbrain and cerebellum segmentation have been also carried out.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic planning systems for safe keyhole neurosurgery have been proposed in literature for electrodes placement in Stereoelectroencephalography [1, 2] , Deep Brain Stimulation [3] and image-guided neurosurgery [4] . In general, they optimize straight trajectory planning maximizing the distance from vessels and risky structures, such as lateral ventricles, midbrain and cerebellum [1] .
The importance of ovine subjects falls within the context of translational neuroscience and neurosurgery, where they are increasingly recognised in several fields as promising candidates for clinical trials with respect to other gyrencephalic species thanks to their greater brain size and body weight [5] , a thinner cranial bone, and a similar angioarchitecture of the venous system [6] . Despite the many solutions available in human neurosurgery, to date, none of these has been designed for sheep surgery although the need for a reliable solution is required even in this latter case, not only for ethical issues but also for not prevent the success of the study.
Automatic segmentation procedures give the possibility to highlight anatomical structures of particular concern in the surgical scenario by overtaking those limits characterising manual and semi-automatic procedures, which firstly show high subjectivity (depending upon the user experience) and frequently result to be rather labour-intensive. On the contrary, pure automatic techniques can provide a deterministic tissue labelling capability but, in turn, require a template with the a priori probability that a voxel belongs to a specific structure. Many brain atlases and models are available for humans [7, 8] along with software capable to handle them.
The present work proposes a 3D Slicer© module (www.slicer.org, hereinafter, Slicer) for trajectory planning able to calculate, accounting for the brain morphology, feasible insertion paths for a linear, rigid catheter intended to be used for studying cerebral drug diffusion mechanisms. The method aims at laying the foundations for forthcoming more complex planners for flexible catheters in the framework of the EDEN2020 recently funded European project (www.eden2020.eu).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The sheep atlas by Nitzsche B. et al. [9] was used for the automatic segmentation procedure: this atlas provides high spatial resolution (isotropic voxel size 0.25mm), features a standard coordinate system according to Talairach space conventions and it is based on averaged T1w images of 14 Merino sheep (T1w incoherent gradient echo, 1.5T, recon matrix 512, slices 110, voxel size 0.39×0.39×1.0mm, Gyroscan Interea, Philips). This ensures the conformity with a proper coordinates system, overcomes the drawback arising from inter-individual variability and allows to distinguish white matter (WM), grey matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as relevant brain structures. Coupled with the atlas, three intensity-based Tissue Probability Maps (TPMs) are also provided for WM, GM and CSF. They represent the probability that a specific voxel belongs to the afore-mentioned tissue classes.
Our planning method consists in two main steps: a phase consisting in the registration, segmentation and 3D reconstruction, followed by the distance map and straight trajectories computation, as described in the following paragraphs.
Registration, Segmentation and 3D reconstruction
In order to define a suitable trajectory for the catheter, the system requires magnetic resonance (MR) data of the ovine brain. For the scope, one MR dataset was collected from a Bergamasca sheep head (T1w high resolution gradient echo, 0.18T, recon matrix 512, slices 23, voxels size 0.39×0.39×4.4mm, Esaote, VetMR). MR images undergone a registration process in order to align them with the standardized atlas. This step consisted in finding the affine transformation able to adapt the MR data collected from the sheep so that to fit the atlas dimensions. Registration was performed making use of SPM12 software (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12).
After registering the MR data with the atlas, SPM12 segmentation software was used to segment GM, WM and CSF. By the ModelMaker module available on Slicer, the 3D surfaces of the segmented structures were obtained. Further, a manual segmentation of the lateral, third and fourth ventricles, as well as of cerebellum and midbrain was carried out and approved by a veterinary. These structures will be than considered, in the trajectories computation step, as safety-critical areas to be avoided during the catheter insertion.
Entry area definition and curvature index computation
The veterinary surgeon has to manually select the target point within the brain, i.e. the position achieved by the catheter tip, as well as a preferred entry point on the brain cortex. The catheter entry will not be strictly limited to the point selected by the surgeon, rather a circular area of feasible entry points will be provided, which radius can be expanded. Subsequently, in order to reduce the hazard of severe haemorrhage during the catheter placement, which can prevent the success of the procedure, the trajectory planner module wipes out from the poll of possible entry points the sulci, as part of brain where the blood vessels are generally located [10] .
The solution adopted makes use of the cortex curvature index to distinct the convex surfaces of the mesh from the concave ones. In doing so, it becomes possible to link with a quantitative index the convex area of the gyri (to which positive index of curvature are associated) and the concave one, which stands for the sulci, that will show negative curvature values. Through a threshold to assign to the such-obtained curvature index it will be so possible to split the gyri from the sulci and, modifying its magnitude, to manipulate the range of gyri surface that will be displayed and consider as feasible entry area.
As the mesh is a non-continuous triangular surface, the afore-mentioned index is computed as a mean curvature, using a discrete approach similar to the ones proposed in [11] . For each vertex i of the mesh, the curvature index H i results from an average, over the number of connected facets m, of the curvature value determined by the product between the dihedral angle β j and the length of the edge in common between two adjacent facet e j , as follows:
Where the index H i is normalised with respect to both the area A of the facets considered in the computation and the correction parameter a, which accounts for the repetition of the same facet area in the computation. The dihedral angle, instead, β j consists in the angle defined by the perpendicular vectors of the two adjacent facets considered, as:
Such a method is implemented in the VTK library (www.vtk.org), as the filter named vtkcurvature, which demonstrated to be much less computationally expensive if compared to FreeSurfer (surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu), a commonly used software in medical research for the brain, which is here considered as the gold standard for curvature computation: in the experiments, the computational time required for the indexes estimation based on vtkCurvature spanned between a minimum of 2.34 secs and a maximum of 14.29 secs, depending on the mesh resolution, with respect to the time required by FreeSurfer, which is in the order of hours [12] . After the computation of the curvature indexes, the surgeon has the possibility to vary interactively the curvature threshold by a slider implemented in the Slicer module and, in doing so, increase or decrease the gyri surface suitable to be considered as the entry location.
Distance map, straight trajectories computation
After having estimated the curvature values coupled to the cortex surface, all the vertices belonging to the feasible entry area (the one defined by the veterinary surgeon and deprived by the sulci) are considered as candidate entry points for the straight catheter. Then, a rectilinear path is computed from these vertices to the target point.
The implemented cost function (R) associated to each possible trajectory considers, as an input parameter, the Euclidean distance from the safety-critical structures formerly discussed. This consists in linking each voxel of the brain model to the distance from the closest structure. The signed Danielsson distance map filter provided in the ITK library (itk.org) has been used to this scope, providing a value spanning from 0 to 255 (small values for proximity).
Each trajectory has linked a cost function to maximize, which is defined as follows:
where , and are the minimum distance from a critical structure along the trajectory and the total trajectory length, whilst and are two weights, equal to 0.9 and 0.2, respectively. All those entry points whose trajectory intersects an inner structure or results to be too close to its border ( , <1.25mm) are discarded. The ten trajectories achieving the best rank in term of cost function are then proposed to the user.
RESULTS

Automatic segmentation
The segmentation process, carried out on the registered Bergamasca sheep MR data, produces the results shown in Fig.  1 , where WM, GM and CSF are differently coloured. 
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After having compared wi surface, as sh By looking at the results, a good automatic segmentation capability was highlighted in the case of WM and GM, even though the coarse resolution of the original Bergamasca sheep MR data required to implement a solution based on the combination of the two matters, rather than to assess them individually. In the case of the CSF, instead, the outcome results worse but, also in this case, the image quality has probably contributed in biasing the result.
The proposed solution, based on vtkCurvature filter, shown a good matching capability when compared to FreeSurfer, which was considered as gold standard, at three different threshold configurations, although the comparison demonstrated that the outcome worsened when the threshold tended to be more conservative and the gyri surface reduced. In addition to this, the method here proposed needs some refinements, since it tends to generate some holes in the gyri surface segmentation, especially when implemented on low resolution MR data and jagged surfaces. The problem can be probably tackle through a smoothing phase to be carried out before the curvature computation. For the scope, the best combination of smoothing and resizing factors will be investigated in a future work.
